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Press Release
Best Buy Express Kiosks Now Offer iGo Universal Chargers at Major Airports Nationwide
SCOTTSDALE, AZ, Oct 21, 2009 (MARKETWIRE via COMTEX) -- Today, iGo, Inc. (NASDAQ: IGOI), a leading provider of
power management solutions including eco-friendly chargers for laptops, netbooks and mobile electronics, announced that
Best Buy, the nation's leading consumer electronics retailer, is now offering iGo's universal chargers through its Best Buy
Express kiosks at major airports across the U.S. This addition further enhances iGo's market-leading position at airports
throughout the country with approximately 50 Best Buy Express kiosks including Atlanta (ATL), Dallas (DFW), Los Angeles
(LAX) and San Francisco (SFO).
Best Buy Express automated kiosks will offer iGo's most popular universal chargers, which are designed to help travelers
stay powered up while on the go, including:
-- iGo Slim Laptop Wall Charger: powers virtually every laptop on the market plus mobile devices, using the included iGo
USB charging cable and iGo power tips. This slim charger works worldwide, so travelers do not need to carry a separate
voltage converter.
-- iGo Wall Charger: rapidly charges almost every device on the market from one single charger using iGo power tips.
Compatible with mobile phones, MP3 players, GPS devices, Bluetooth headsets and more, the universal charger works
worldwide so there is no need for a separate voltage converter.
-- iGo powerXtender: this emergency power source can charge virtually every mobile device on the market from just two
standard AA batteries by switching out the interchangeable iGo power tips. Bundled with five different tips to cover most
mobile phones, this compact and lightweight charger is perfectly suited for travel or emergency use when an outlet is not
easily available.
For more information about these and other iGo products, please visit www.iGo.com.
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